Hotel workers have a 53% chance of being assaulted on the job.

Nuvola and React Mobile have joined forces to help hotels across the world keep their employees safe and change this statistic for good. React Mobile allows existing Nuvola customers to leverage a robust Employee Safety Platform and Panic Button solution to their existing technology portfolio.

Little to no training is required. The system is designed from the ground up for ease of use and fast integration.

Minimal infrastructure keeps the cost of implementation low.

When people are safe they can live up to their full potential, making staff and guests happier.
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REASSURANCE AT THE PUSH OF A BUTTON

1 Easy setup saves you time. Our Nuvola integration gets you up and running with a robust safety platform fast.

2 One-click activation means your employees can get help fast in an emergency! The Sidekick works anywhere on or off your property.

3 Front desk and security teams are alerted to the emergency situation with up-to-the-minute GPS coordinates, allowing for immediate response.

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE + SAFETY: A 2-IN-1 SOLUTION

Nuvola + REACT

- Panic Button Device: YES! React offers multiple panic button options.
- Real-time GPS Tracking: YES! React can track staff both on and off hotel property.
- Sends GPS Coordinates with Alert: YES! Every alert has a link to the user’s location, updated every 30 seconds.
- Sends Room Number Being Serviced: YES! Alerts with include the room number as well as GPS location.
- Easy Quick Access to Call for Help: YES! One-click alert activation even if phone is locked and out of reach.
- Customizable Emergency Network: YES! Configure a wide network of personal, work, and security contacts.
- Option to Notify Local Authorities: YES! Worldwide support.
- Runs on Any Smartphone: YES! Easy integration and fast implementation.
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